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1. Introduction. The principal contribution of this article is a set of

theorems on the structure of the direct product of a normal division algebra A

over F and an algebraic field Fin), with applications of the Galois theory of

equations. The theorems are useful new tools for research on normal division

algebras. In particular it is shown that it is possible to extend the reference

field F of any normal division algebra A of order p2 over F, p a prime, such

that A' =A XFin) is a cyclic normal divison algebra over F(rj). A new proof

is given of a little known theorem of R. Brauerf which reduces the problem

of determinining all normal division algebras of order n2 over F to the case

where « is a power of a prime.

2. Known theorems. We shall repeatedly use the theorems given in the

author's paper On direct products, cyclic division algebras, and pure Riemann

matrices, and shall refer to it by the letter T. All our algebras A will be linear

associative algebras with a modulus over any non-modular field F, and all

sub-algebras of A will have the same modulus, 1, and the same zero quantity,

0, as A.

The symbol X shall mean direct product, AxB the direct product of an

algebra A and an algebra B over the same field F. In A X B the algebras A

and B will be taken, without loss of generality,to be sub-algebras of A XB.

We shall require three well known theorems.

Theorem 1. The direct product of two total matric algebras of orders m2 and

n2 respectively is a total matric algebra of order imn)2 and conversely.

Theorem 2. Every simple algebrat A over F is expressible as a direct pro-

duct BxM of a division álgebra B over F and a total matric algebra M over F in

one and only one way in the sense of equivalence, and conversely.

* Presented to the Society June 13, 1931; received by the editors April 17, 1931.

t This theorem seems to be almost unknown in America. It was obtained independently by the

author, and this paper was, in fact, already received by the editors of these Transactions when the

author discovered Brauer's priority. However, Brauer obtained his results in three memoirs using

complicated theorems on linear groups going back fundamentally to two memoirs of I. Schur, and

his papers are far from self-contained. The author's independent proof is a simple application of his

new. theorems on direct products. For references and Brauer's theorems, see his third paper in the

Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 30 (1929), pp. 79-107.

% Not a zero algebra of order one, since we assume throughout that A has the modulus 1.
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Theorem 3. Let A contain a normal simple sub-algebra B. Then A is the

direct product of B and another sub-algebra C of A.

We shall also use the author's theorems* T 3, 4, 7, 8, 13. They are re-

spectively

Theorem 4. Let A be a normal simple algebra. Then A is the direct product

of a normal division algebra and a total matric algebra, and conversely.

Theorem 5. Let A=BXC where B and C are normal simple algebras over

F. Then A is a normal simple algebra over F.

Theorem 6. Let A=BxC where A is a normal simple algebra. Then both

B and C are normal simple algebras.

Theorem 7. Let A =BxC where A and B are total matric algebras. Then

C is a total matric algebra.

Theorem 8. Let A be a normal division algebra of order m2 over F and B be a

normal division algebra of order n2 over F such that m and n are relatively prime

integers. Then AxB is a normal division algebra of order m2n2 over F.

3. Extensions of the field F.  Let A be a normal divison algebra of order

n2 over F. We shall study what happens to A when we extend F by a quantity

■q which is commutative with all the quantities of A and is such that F(ri) is a

algebraic field of order r over F. We shall thus consider the algebra A ' which

has the same basis and multiplication constants as A, but which is an algebra

over F(?7). It is evident that A', considered as an algebra over F, is the direct

product
A' = A XF(V).

Let A be as above and let x in A havef <t>(u) =0 as its minimum equation

with respect to F. We shall say in this case that <f>(u>) =0 is an equation which

belongs to A. It is well known that when A is a normal division algebra over F

every equation belonging to A is irreducible in F.

Let x in A have <f>(u) =0 as its minimum equation with respect to F so

that, if m is the degree of <j>(u), the quantities 1, x, x2, ■ • ■ , x™-1 axe linearly

independent with respect to F. Then in a direct product A XF(r¡) these quan-

tities will be linearly independent with respect to F(r¡). If <f>(u) is reducible in

F(r¡), then 0(«)=0i(co)02(w) and <px(x) -(/>2(x) =0 where the <f>i(x) axe each

polynomials in x of degree less than m with coefficients not all zero in F (77).

But then 4>x(x) ̂0, and (j>2(x) ¿¿0 while their product is zero. This is impossi-

ble in a division algebra. We have

* These Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), pp. 235-243.

t We shall use the symbol a to represent a scalar variable and <¿>(w), ^(w) as polynomials in u

with coefficients in F and leading coefficient unity.
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Theorem 9. Let A be a normal division algebra over F and Fin) an algebraic

field over F. Then

A' = A XFiv)

is not a division algebra if some <£(co) =0 which belongs to A is reducible in Fin).

We continue with the following well known result.*

Theorem 10. There exist an infinity of irreducible equations <£(co) =0 of

degree n belonging to any normal division algebra A of order n2 over F.

We shall henceforth in general restrict our consideration of equations

</>(«) =0 belonging to A of order n2 over F to equations of degree n, and shall

say that such a (pito) =0 properly belongs to A.

Let 0(o>) =0 properly belong to A and let £ be a quantity such that 0(£)

= 0 so that F(£) is an algebraic field of order n over F. Consider the algebra

A' =AxFi£) where £ is therefore taken to be a quantity which is scalar

with respect to all quantities of A. J. H. M. Wedderburn has proved! that

A, an algebra of order n2 over F, is equivalent to an algebra of «-rowed square

matrices with elements in F(£). The n2 basal quantities of A are equivalent

to n2 matrices which are linearly independent in F(£) and hence form a basis

of the set of all «-rowed square matrices with elements in F(£). Thus A'

=A XF(£) =M XF(£), where M is a total matric algebra of order n2 over F,

for this latter algebra is evidently equivalent to the set of all «-rowed square

matrices with elements in F(£).

Theorem 11. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F and let

</>(w)=0 be an equation which properly belongs to A. Consider the algebra

A' = A XF(£) where0(£) =0. Then

(1) A' =A XF(Ö = MX Fit),

where M is a total matric algebra of order n2 over F.

Let 0(w) =0 properly belong to A of order n2 over F. Let B be a normal

simple algebra of order «2 over F and let B contain £ satisfying </>(£) =0. The

direct product A XB has (1) as a sub-algebra, and hence M as a sub-algebra.

By Theorem 3 we have

A X B = M XC,

where C is a sub-algebra of A XB. By Theorem 5 the algebra A XB is a nor-

mal simple algebra, so that, by Theorem 6, C is a normal simple algebra. The

* Cf. the author's Note on an important theorem on normal division algebras, Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, vol. 36 (1930), pp. 649-650.

t These Transactions, vol. 22 (1921), pp. 129-135; p. 133.
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order of A X B is n*, the order of M is n2, so that the order of C is n2. Algebra

C is obviously the set of all quantities of A XB which are commutative with

all the quantities of M. Hence C contains £.

Theorem 12. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F and let

<t>(u) =0 of degree n belong to A. Suppose that B is a normal simple algebra of

order n2 over F and that £ in B is such that <j>(£) =0. Then

(2) AX B = MXC,

where M is a total matric algebra of order n2 over F and C is a normal simple al-

gebra of order n2 over F and contains £.

We shall now study the general theory of the extension of F by r¡. In the

author's proof of his Theorem T4 the following result was obtained.

Theorem 13. Let B be an algebra over F and let there exist an algebraic field

F(£) such that B' =BxF(£) is a total matric algebra over F(£). Then B is a

normal simple algebra over F.

We shall apply the above result as follows. Let F(r¡) be an algebraic field

over F and consider the algebra B = A XF(r?) over F(r>). The algebra B' = B

XK(£) is an algebra over K(£) where K = F(r¡) and, when considered as an

algebra over F, contains A XF(I-) =MxF(i-) as a sub-algebra. It is thus evi-

dent that B' = MXF(Z, v)=M', a total matric algebra over K(£). By

Theorem 13, algebra B is a normal simple algebra over K = F(rj).

Lemma 1. Let A' =A XF(r¡) where A is a normal division algebra. Then A'

is a normal simple algebra over F(r¡).

By Theorem 4 algebra A' =A XF(-q) is expressible in the form A' =H'XB

where H' is a total matric algebra of order s2 over F(rj) and B is a normal

division algebra of order t2 over its centrum F(r¡). Evidently A' is a simple

algebra over F and, when considered over F, A' = HxB where ii" is a total

matric algebra of order s2 over F and B is a division algebra of order t2r over

F such that r is the order of F(r;). Also, since A ' has order n2 over F(rj) we have

st=n.

Lemma 2. Algebra A' =A XF(r¡) =HxB, where H is a total matric algebra

of order s2 over F and B is a division algebra of order t2r over F which is a normal

division algebra of order t2 over its centrum F(r/) of order r over F such that s"-t2 = n2,

the order of the normal division algebra A over F.

Consider the equation

(3) p(w) = cor + axw"-1 + ■ ■ ■ + ar = 0 (a¡ in F),

irreducible in F. It is well known that the r-rowed square matrix
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0 0 ■ • ■ 0    - ar

1 0 • • • 0    - ar-i

0    0 • • • 0    - a2

0    0 • • • 1    - «i

has -piw) = 0 as its characteristic equation | ul — n | = 0, where / is the r-rowed

identity matrix. Hence if Fin) is any algebraic field of order r we may assume

that n is a quantity in a total matric algebra G of order r2 over F.

Consider the normal simple algebra A XG. By Lemma 2 this algebra has

A' =HXB as a sub-algebra, where H is a total matric algebra of order s2 over

F. By Theorem 3, AXG = HXC, where C is a normal simple algebra. By

Theorem 4 we may write C=DXK where D is a normal division algebra and

K is a total matric algebra. Hence

(5) AXG = DXiHXK).

By Theorem 1 algebra HxK is a total matric algebra. By the uniqueness in

Theorem 2 algebra A is equivalent to D and G to HXK. If the order of K

is e2, then r2, the order of G, is equal to s2e2. Hence 5 divides r as well as «.

Theorem 14. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F, and let

Fin) be an algebraic field of order r over F. Then

(6) A X Fin) = HXB,

where H is a total matric algebra of order s2 over F and B is a division algebra

of order t"-r over F such that

(7) n = st,  r = se,

and the integer s divides both r and n. Algebra B is a normal division algebra

of order t2 over Fin).

We shall use the above theorem and its consequences repeatedly in our

theory. In particular we have as immediate corollaries

Theorem 15. If A XFin) = H XFin), then the order «2 of A is a divisor of r2.

Theorem 16. // r and « are relatively prime, then A XFin) is a division

algebra.

Theorem 17. If A XFin) is a total matric algebra of order n2 over Fin) and

r is prime to n, then « = 1.
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We may now obtain two results of intrinsic interest but which will not

be used in our later work. We have shown that AxG = HXC where G is a

total matric algebra of order r2 = s2e2. But then G=HxXKx where Hx is equi-

valent to H and Kx to K in (5), by Theorem 1. Since A is equivalent to D

and Kx to K, the algebra A XKi is equivalent to DXK = C. But C contains

the sub-algebra B of Theorem 14, since C is the algebra of all quantities of

AxG commutative with all the quantities of H, while AxF(r¡)=HXB.

Hence we have

Theorem 18. Let A and F(rj) be as in Theorem 14, so that r = es. Then there

exists a total matric algebra K of order e2 over F such that AXK contains an

algebra equivalent to B as a sub-algebra.

In particular let r =p, a prime. If A XF(r]) =A' is a division algebra, then,

by Theorem 9, A contains no x whose minimum equation is that of r¡ and

hence reducible in F(r¡). Conversely let A contain no x satisfying p(w) =0,

the minimum equation of r¡. Since r is a prime, s = 1 or p.. Ii s = p then e = 1,

and, by Theorem 18, A contains a sub-algebra equivalent to B and hence a

quantity x satisfying p(co) =0, the minimum equation of tj, a quantity of B.

Hence s = 1 and A ' is a division algebra. As a corollary of Theorem 18 we thus

have

Corollary. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F and F(r¡)

an algebraic field of order p, a prime. Then A XF(t?) is a division algebra if and

only if A contains no quantity satisfying the minimum equation of r¡ with re-

spect to F.

4. Applications of the Galois theory of equations. We shall require the

well known theorems*

Lemma 1. Every rational function 77 with coefficients in F of the roots of an

equation having the group T for F belongs to a definite sub-group A of T. There

exist functions belonging to any assigned sub-group of T.

Lemma 2. // the rational function r¡ with coefficients in F of the roots of an

equation having the group F for F belongs to a sub-group A of index r under T,

then the substitutions of F replace r¡ by exactly r distinct functions called the con-

jugates of r} under V. They are the roots of an equation \¡/(ca) =0 of degree r with

coefficients in F which is irreducible in F.

Lemma 3. Let T be the group for F of an equation <p(ui) =0 with coefficients

in F. Let A be the sub-group to which belongs a rational function r¡ with coeffi-

cients in F of the roots of <j>(u) =0. By the adjunction of rj to F the group of

<j>(u) =0 is reduced from T to A.

* Cf. L. E. Dickson's Modern Algebraic Theories, Chicago, 1926, pp. 170-174, for these Lemmas.
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We shall frequently use the very well known

Sylow's Theorem. // the order g of a substitution group T is divisible by a

power P" of a prime p, then T has a sub-group A of order p\

Let T be a transitive group on p letters, where p is a prime. Then g is

divisible by p and T has a sub-group A of order p. Every substitution s may

be written as a product of cycles involving different letters and the order of s

is the least common multiple of the number of letters in each cycle. If s is

not the identity substitution and is in A of order p on p letters, the order of s

is a divisor of p and must be p. Since p is the L.C.M. of the number of letters

in the individual cycles of s, these cycles must all have p letters. But the let-

ters in different cycles are different, and there are p letters altogether, so that

s is a single cycle (123 ■ • ■ p). The group A contains the substitutions

1, s, s2, • • ■ , s'-1 and hence is composed solely of these substitutions. Thus A

is the regular cyclic group of order p.

Lemma 4. Every transitive group T on p letters, p a prime, contains the regu-

lar cyclic group A oforder p whose substitutions may be taken to bel, s, s2, ■ ■ ■ ,st'~1

where s = (123 ■ ■ ■ p).

We may obviously apply Lemmas 1, 2, 3 to any equation belonging to A,

a normal division algebra over F. In our environment they become

Theorem 19. Let #(w)=0 belong to a normal division algebra A over F

and let T be the group for F of (pico) = 0. Then if A is a sub-group of T of index r

under T there exists an algebraic field Fin) of order r over F such that in

A'=A XFin) over Fin) the group of (p for Fin) is A.

We shall first apply this theorem to the case where A has order p2, p a

prime. Let <£(w) =0 have degree p and belong to A, so that the group T of

<PÍlú) =0 for F is transitive and has order pr. By Lemma 4 the group T has

a regular cyclic sub-group A of order p and index r. The order rp of T divides

pi so that r divides ip — 1) ! and is prime to p. By Theorem 19 there exists an

algebraic field Fin) of order r such that the group of 0(co) =0 for Fin) is A.

By Theorem 16 algebra A' = A XFin) is a normal division algebra over Fin).

The quantity x in A whose minimum equation is </>(co) = 0 is in A ' and satisfies

an equation with cyclic regular group for Fin). The equation </>(w) =0 is a

cyclic equation for K=Fin), the field K~ix) is a cyclic normal field, and A'

is a cyclic (Dickson) normal division algebra over K.

Theorem 20. Let A be a normal division algebra of order p2 over F, p a

prime. Then there exists an algebraic field Fin) of order r over F such that r

divides (j>—1)1 and is prime to p and such that the algebra A'=A XFin) is a

cyclic iDickson) normal division algebra of order p2 over Fin).
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We shall next obtain an important theorem for the case where n is not

the power of a single prime. Let n = peq where p is a prime, e>0, and q > 1 is

not divisible by p. Consider a normal division algebra A of order n2 over F

and let <£(«) = 0 belong properly to A, that is, have degree n and be the mini-

mum equation for F of * in A. The group r of (f>(co) =0 has order g divisible

by n since T is transitive. Hence g is divisible by p and we may write g = p'rx

where rx is prime to p. By Sylow's Theorem the group T has a sub-group A

of order p" and, by Theorem 19, there exists a scalar 771 of grade ri such that

the group of <p(w)=0 for F(i¡) is A. By Theorem 14, A =A XF(r¡) =HiXBi

where Hi is a total matric algebra of order s2 over F and Bi is a normal divi-

sion algebra of order t2 over F (77) such that n = st, r = se. Since r is prime to p

so is S\. Also A ' is not a division algebra, by Theorem 9, since <b(u) = 0 belongs

to .4, has degree n and group A of order pe<n for F(rix), an intransitive group.

Since Sxtx = n and Sx is prime to p, we may write ti=p'qi where qi is prime to

p and qx <q. If <?i > 1 we apply the same process to Bx over F(771) =FX to ob-

tain a scalar 772 such that BiXFi(r¡2) =H2XBi where Hi is a total matric

algebra of order sf over Fx and 5? is a normal division algebra of order t22

such that ti = ptq2 with 1 èq2<qi. The field Fi(r¡2) =F(r¡i, t]2) has order rir2

prime to ^> with respect to F. We define in this way a sequence of scalars

Vu Ví, Vi> • • ■ j a sequence of integers fi, r2, • • • , and a decreasing sequence of

integers q>qi>q2> ■ ■ ■ 2:1. This latter sequence must terminate at some

qk = l, and if Fk=Fk_i(r)k) =F(rji, 772, • • -, 77*), then Fk=F(r¡), an algebraic

field of order r = rir2 ■ ■ ■ rk over F such that A XF(r¡) =HXB, where H is a

total matric algebra of order s2=s?si ■ •-• sk2 =q2 and B is a normal division

algebra of order p2eqk2 =p2' over Fk =F(r¡).

Theorem 21. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F, where

n = p'q,   e > 0,   q > 1,

and p is a prime not dividing q. Then there exists an algebraic field F (77) of order

r over F such that r is prime to p and

A X Fir,) = HXB,

where H is a total matric algebra of order q2 over F and B is a normal division

algebra of order p2e over its centrum F(rj).

We shall also require the well known theorems

Lemma 5. Let 77 and f be rational functions with coefficients in F of the scalar

roots of an equation whose group for F is Y, and let both 77 and f belong to the

same sub-group A of T. Then each of 77 and f is expressible as a rational function

with coefficients in F of the other.
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Lemma* 6. Let T be a group of order p', p a prime, and let T, have order p'

and be contained in T. Then T. is an invariant sub-group of index p of a sub-

group A of r.

Let now 0(w) =0 have degree pe, coefficients in F and a transitive group V

of order p" for F. Let n be a scalar root of </>(«) =0 and let T, of order p' be the

sub-group of T to which n belongs. By Lemma 6 there exists a sub-group A

of order p,+l of T which contains T, self-conjugately. The group A contains

a substitution g not in T, and the cycle of g containing n has order q a power

of p, and replaces n by a root n2 of <ri(w) =0, a conjugate to n under A. The

root n2 belongs to g_ir, g = T, since T, is self-conjugate under Ts. Hence

772 = 0(77) by Lemma 5, where 0(77) is a polynomial in 77 with coefficients in F.

The substitutions /, g, g2, ■ ■ •, g"~l are all in the group A and replace 77 by

ô^r?) respectively. These q polynomials are all conjugates to 77 under A, while

there are exactly p such conjugates to 77 under A, since the index of T, is p.

Since q is a power of p,qisp and

8"(v) = 6°(v) = V,   0(ri),   e2(n), ■■■ , 6^(n)

are distinct and satisfy <£(«) =0. They are all in F(?7). Passing to any field

F(x) equivalent to F(t7) we have

Lemma 7. Let x satisfy tb(w) =0 whose group for F is a transitive group of

order pe, p a prime. Then F(x) contains a quantity 8(x) such that

d'ix) = 6°ix) = x, dix), • • • , dP-^x)

are p distinct roots o/</i(w) = 0.

Consider now the set of all quantities of Fix) symmetric in the poly-

nomials d^x). This set evidently forms'a sub-field Fiy) of Fix). The equation

i£(w) =- [co - Of-^x)] •••[«- Ö(*)][» - *]

evidently has coefficients in F(y) and is also evidently not reducible in F(y).

Hence x has grade p with respect to Fiy) and Fix) is a cyclic field of order p

over Fiy).

Theorem 22. Let 0(w) =0 have degree p", coefficients in F, and a transitive

group of order a power of p with respect to F where p is a prime. Then if x is a

quantity satisfying 0(w) =0 the field Fix) of order p° over F contains a sub-field

Fiy) of order pe~l over F such that Fix) is a cyclic field of order p over Fiy).

Let now A be a normal division algebra of order p2', p a prime, and let x in

A have grade p' and <pi<u) =0 as its minimum equation for F. Let the group of

* Cf. Burnside, The Theory of Groups, Cambridge, 1897, pp. 64-65.
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4>(w) =0 have order p"rx where ri is prime to p. As in the proof of Theorem 21

there exists an algebraic field Fi = F(r\x) of order /*iOver F such that the group of

<p = 0 for Fi is a group V of order p*. By Theorem 14 the algebra A ' = A XF(r¡x)

is a normal division algebra over F(t7i), so that, by Theorem 9, the equation

<j>(u))=0 is irreducible in F(r¡x), and T is a transitive group. We may therefore

apply Theorem 22 and obtain the existence of a quantity y in Fx(x) such that

this field is a cyclic field of order p over Fx(y) of order p'~x. Apply this same

process to the minimum equation of y with respect to Fi. We obtain the

existence of a quantity 772 of grade r2 prime to p with respect to F(t7i) =Fi

such that the algebra A" =A'XFx(vi) is a normal division algebra over

F2=F(r¡x, 772) =Fi(t72) and the field F2(y) contains a sub-field Fi(z) of order

pe-2 xvitla respect to F2 and is a cyclic field of order p over this field. It is evi-

dent that the field F2(x) is a cyclic field over F2(y). Continuing in this fashion

we obtain

Theorem 23. Let A be a normal division algebra of order p2' over F, p a

prime, and let x in A have grade p' with respect to F. Then there exists an alge-

braic field K = F(r¡) of order r prime to p with respect to F such that

A' = AX F(v)

is a normal division algebra over K, the algebraic field K(x) has order pe over K,

and there exist quantities

X X e,    X e—1, , Xx

in K(x) such that if

Ko = K,  Ki = K(xi) (i = 1, 2, • • • , e),

then K~i has order p{ with respect to K and is a cyclic field of order p over K^x-

In particular A' contains a cyclic field K(xi) of order p over K.

5. Cyclic algebras. Let </>(co) =0 have degree n, coefficients in F, and have

the cyclic regular group for F. Then if x is a quantity satisfying <b(x) =0 the

algebraic field F(x) is a normal cyclic field of order n over F, and there exists

a quantity 0(x) in F(x) such that if we define by induction

d°(x) = x, 8k(x) = etyx-^xü (k = 1, • ■ • ),

then
6n(x) = x,

and
p(oi) = [w - Ö""1^)] •••[«- 0(x)}(a- - z).

Consider an algebra A over F with the basis

(8) x"yf (a, ß - 0,1, • • • , » - 1),
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and the multiplication table

(9) «(*) = 0,   y = t  in F,  //(*) = /[0«(*)]y 03 = 0, 1, • • • ),

for every fix) of Fix). Such an algebra is always associative and is the general

Dickson algebra. We shall say that a Dickson algebra is a cyclic algebra when

it is a normal simple algebra. The field F, the equation <p = 0, the particular

polynomial dix) in (9), and the quantity 7 in F formally define A, and we shall

use the notation

A =F[<M,7].

Let 7 = 0 so that yn = 0 and y^O is a nilpotent quantity of A. If

a =2^.â=oaaix)ya is any quantity of A then

(10) iay)n = by" = 0.

For
n-l /      n-1 \

yßa = y» 2~2a«(x)y = (  JlaAeß(x)]ya)yf

and we may carry the « factors y in (ay)n to the right and obtain (10) with

b in A. It follows that ay is nilpotent in A for every a oí A. Hence y is properly

nilpotent in A and A contains a radical. Hence A is not even a semi-simple

algebra and is not a cyclic algebra.

Let next 75^0 and £ be a scalar quantity with respect to quantities of A

such that 0(£) =0. Then Wedderburn has shown* that A XF(£) =MXF(£)

where M is a total matric algebra, so that, by Theorem 13, A is a normal sim-

ple algebra. We thus have

Theorem 24. A Dickson algebra is a cyclic algebra if and only ify¿¿0.

Professor Wedderburn in fact actually obtained formulas for the quanti-

ties of A in terms of those of M and conversely. He used a form of A re-

ciprocal to ours and we shall use, instead, the form of L. E. Dickson.f Every

quantity/ of A has the form

/ = foix) + Mx)y +■■■+ fn-Xix)y"-K

Let £ be as above, and write

/< = /.(£), /«(•■)-/*[«"<Ö].
Then if we let the quantities of MxF(£) be represented by matrices, the

quantity/ of A will be represented by

■ * These Transactions, vol. 15 (1914), pp. 162-166.

t Algebren und ihre Zahlentheorie, Zurich, 1927, p. 68, equation 54.
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(11)

/o h h

f*-i(ßh   Mo)        Me)

fn-2(82)y  fn-i(02h    Me2)

/i(Ö"-1)y   /2(Ö"-1)7     ftiO^h

•/n-1

• fn-ÁO)
■ UM»*)

Me-')

We require the representation of the basal quantities of M in terms of the

quantities of A XF(£). Let then e¡,- be the quantity of M which corresponds to

the matrix with unity in the ¿th row and jth column and zeros elsewhere, so

that the »2 quantities e,-,- are a basis of M with respect to F. The quantity x

has the form above with/0(x) = 1 and all the other/'s zero, while y = 0+y+0.

Hence (11) implies that

(12) X   =     2£»e»)    y  =   e12  +  «23 +   ■   ■   ■   +  en-l,n  + 7«n.l,

where we define

(13) £.= '(£) (i= l, •••,»).

By a very easy computation the quantity (x —£i)  (x — £2) • • • (x —£<_i)

ix—£vfi) • • • (x — £„) has zero for the coefficients of all the ek; except en it-

self, and, in fact,

(14) en
ix - £i)(x - £2) • • • ix - £f_0(x - £i+i) ■ • • (x - £„)

(£. - £0(£. - £2) ■ ■ • (£i - £¡-i)(£¡ - £<+i) •••(£<- £„)

From (12) we obtain

(15) euy = ej>i+1 = yei+x,i+x (t = 1, 2, • • • ),

under the assumption that subscripts are reduced modulo « when they ex-

ceed n. In particular

(16) exxy = ye22,

where we shall require the form of

ix - £2)(x - £3) • • • (x
en =

(17)

u

e22

(£1 - £2)(£i - £3) ■ • • (£1

(x - £3)(x - £4) • ■ • ix

£n)

£0
(£2 - £3) (£2 - £4)

From y* in (11) we obtain

(£2 - £n)(£2 - £1)
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(18) enyk = eik,  yekx = yB+1~*Cii,

where we are using always

(19) e¿,e,-i = eik, enea = 0 (j ¿¿ t; i, j, k,t = 1, 2, • ■ • ,n).

Since y^O has an inverse y~x in F we have finally e,-,- = e<ieij and, from (18),

(20) ßij = 7-iy»+i-*eiiyf-i (í, y = 1, • - • , »).

We shall apply the form obtained in (20) as follows. Let A =F[<f>, 0, 71]

and B =F [<j>, 0, y2] be two cyclic algebras differing only in their quantités 7.

We shall use (8) as a notation for the basis of A with y" =7, and, correspond-

ingly, for a basis and multiplication tables of B shall use

(21) B = (£V) («, 0 = 0, 1, •••,«- 1),

(22) 0(0 - 0, ,« = 72, i"/(Ö = /HO]*9 (0 = 0, 1, • • • ),

so that if Çi = 0i~1(Ç) then

(23) t/£4 = íí+177 (t = 1, 2, • ■ • , «),

where £n+i=£. We shall consider the algebra

(24) C = AXB,

which contains A XF(rj) =MXF(r¡) as a sub-algebra, where M is the total

matric algebra whose basis is given by (20), (17), with (16) holding. By

Theorem 3 algebra C is expressible in the form

(25) C = M X b,

where D is the algebra of all quantities of C which are commutative with all

the quantities of M and obviously contains F(£). Also D contains

(26) z = yn = r¡y.

For from (23) and (17) it is obvious that

(27) 7jeil   =   ¿227?.

But (16) states that zeu = y(r¡eii) = ye22ri = exiZ. The quantity z is commutative

with en and with y, and, since y-1 is in F, with all of the quantities e¿,- of (20),

a basis of M. Hence z is in D.

We have thus shown that D contains £ and z. Since D is an algebra over

F it contains all the quantities

(28) faff (a, ß = 0, 1, •••,»- 1),

where, since y is commutative with £ and z, we have
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(29) z" = y-i," = 7172,  tff(& = f[e^(0]zä (/3 = 0, 1, • • • ),

for every/(£) in F(£). The quantity z is merely a scalar multiple yr, of 77, with

respect to B, since y is scalar with respect to B. When (21) form a basis of B,

the quantities (28) are thus linearly independent in F, and in fact in F(y).

Algebra D has order n2 from Theorem 3 so that (28) form a basis of D, and

the multiplication table of D is (29). Since 715^0, 72^0, the quantity 7172^0

and D is the cyclic algebra F [<¡>, 0,7172]. We have proved

Theorem 25. Let A =F[<j>, 0, 71 ] and B=F[p, 0, y2] be cyclic algebras with

the same 4>, 0, and order n2 and thus differing possibly only in their quantities 7.

Then

(30) A X B = M X C,

where M is a total matric algebra of order n2 over F and C is the cyclic algebra

F[<t>,0,yiyi\

6. Direct powers of normal simple algebras. If A is any normal simple

algebra over F and B is equivalent to A, then we can form the direct product

A XB in such a fashion that A and B are sub-algebras of A XB, by passing

to equivalent algebras. We may evidently represent such a direct product

symbolically by A XA where, in view of the direct product symbol, the two

letters A mean merely equivalent algebras. As a generalization we may de-

fine the direct power*

(31) A"+l =AXA"=A"XA (a = 1, 2, • • • ),

by an obvious induction on a, where A=AX. The powers here behave like

ordinary powers of integers, as in a direct product we have commutativity

and associativity of the symbols representing algebras, so that

(32) A" X A» = Aa+f>, A" X B" = (A X B)», A X B = B X A,

for any normal simple algebras (in fact for any algebras) A and B. By

Theorem 12 we have

A2 = M X Bi,

where M is as in (2) and Bi is a normal simple algebra. By Theorem 12

algebra Bi contains a quantity £ whose minimum equation with respect to

* We shall use the notation of direct power so frequently in the following theory that to alter the

above even slightly would make the work less clear and the printing too bulky. Hence although the

symbol of (31) is customarily used in linear algebra theory to mean ordinary product, this meaning

will not occur in the present paper. We shall then assume that the symbol of (31) represents through-

out direct power.
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F has degree « and belongs to A, a normal division algebra of order «2 over F.

Again by Theorem 12 we have AS = MX(AXBX)=MXMxB2 = M2xB2,

where B2 is a normal simple algebra of order n2 over F and also contains £.

In general we have

(33) A« = M°~l X Ba-i (a=2, 3, •••).

But jB„_i is a normal simple algebra and we may write

(34) Ba-i = H«XAa,

where Aa is a normal division algebra of order iaJ over F and /7a is a total

matric algebra of order s2 over F such that sja =n.

Theorem 26. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F and M

be a total matric algebra of order n2 over F. Then the direct power

(35) A' = (M--1 X Ha) XAa (a = 2, 3, • • • ),

where Ha is a total matric algebra of order s£ over F and Aais a normal division

algebra of order t2 over F such that the relation

(36) sja = n

holds.

Suppose that A were a normal division algebra for which ta = 1 for some

integer* a. In this case A" = Ma, a total matric algebra. We shall say that

when such an integer a exists the least integer p for which A" is a total matric

algebra is the exponent of A.

7. Algebras of order p2, p a prime. Let first A be any cyclic algebra of

order p2, p a prime, over F. The author has shown that a necessary and suffi-

cient condition! that A be a division algebra is that y be not the norm, Nia),

of any a in F(x), and also that this condition was equivalent!" to the condition

that 7»^ A7 (a) (a = 1,2, • • ■ , p- 1). Hence if A =F[<f>, 6,y], then the algebras

F[<p, 8, y] (o¡ = l, 2, • • • , p — 1) are also normal division algebras. But in

Theorem 23 we have A XA =A2 = MXA2 where A2 = F[<b, 8, y2] is a normal

division algebra. Similarly A3 = M2XA3 = M2XF[<p, 8, y3], and in general

A" = M"'1 X Aa, A" = Jlf"1 X B,

where B = F[p, 8, yp] is a cyclic algebra by Theorem 22, and Aa = F[<j>, 8, ya]

is a normal division algebra for a = 1, • • • , p — 1. Algebra B is not a division

algebra since y" = Niy). Since B has order p2, p a prime, Theorem 4 implies

that B = M. We have proved the theorem

* We shall prove the existence of such an integer for any normal division algebra A in §8.

f These results are Theorems T 18, 19.
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Theorem 27. Every cyclic division algebra A of order p2 over F, p a prime,

has p as its exponent p. Thus

(37) A" = M"-1 X Aa, A* = M" (a = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , p - 1),

where A has the direct product sequence

(38) Ax = A,A2, ■ • ■ , Ap_i,Ap = F,

of normal division algebras Aa of orders p2 over F except for A p which has order

unity.

Let next A be any normal division algebra of order p2 over F, p a prime.

By Theorem 26 we have

(39) Ap = (M"-1XHp)XAp,

where A p has order t2 and p =st so that / = 1 or p. By Theorem 20 there exists

an algebraic field F(r¡¡) of order r prime to p such that if A' =A XF(r,) then A'

is a cyclic normal division algebra over F(r¡). By Theorem 27 we have

(A')P = (M')P where M' = MXF(-n) is a total matric algebra of order p2 over

F(t?). Evidently

(A')" = (M*-1 x Hpy X (Ap)' = (M')"

in algebras over F(t7), where the meaning of the symbols is clear. But then,

by Theorem 7, algebra (Ap)' is a total matric algebra over F(7j), since so are

(Mp~lXHp)' and (M')p. Since r is prime to p and the order of Ap is unity

or p2, Theorem 17 implies that tp = l, and Ap is a total matric algebra. If

A" = Ma with a<p, then (A')a = (M')a where A' is a cyclic normal division

algebra over F(t7), contrary to the proved fact that p is the exponent of A'.

Hence p is the exponent of A.

Theorem 28. Every normal division algebra of order p2 over F, p a prime,

has p as its exponent p, such that

(40) A" = M"-1 X Aa, Ap = Mp (a = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , p - I),

and algebra A has the direct product sequence

(41) A = Ai,A2, ■ ■ ■ ,Ap-i,Ap =F,

of normal division algebras of orders p2, p2, ■ ■ ■ , p2, 1 respectively.

8. The general case. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over

F. We shall first treat the case n = pe, p a prime. For « = lwe have proved

Lemma 1. Let A be a normal division algebra of order p2' over F, p a prime.

Then if n = p', the algebra An=M" is a total mairie algebra over F.
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Assume, then, as the basis of an induction on e that the lemma is true for

e<f. Let then A have order p21 and set n=pf, t = pi~l. We may form, from

(35),
A' = M'-lX H,XAt,

where M and Ht are total matric algebras and A t is a normal division algebra

over F whose order is a power of p. By Theorem 24 there exists an algebraic

field K = Fin) of order r prime to p over F such that A' =A XFin) is a normal

division algebra over K and contains a quantity x of grade p with respect to

K. In algebras over K we have then

iA'Y = (M')1"1 X (#,)' X iAt)',

and iAt)' is also a normal division algebra over K. Let £ be a scalar root of

the minimum equation of x with respect to K so that the algebra A " = A ' X K (£)

is not a division algebra over ÍT(£), and by Theorem 14 we have

A" = G X B,

where G is a total matric algebra of order p2 and B is a normal division algebra

of order p2f~2 over iC(£). By the assumption of our induction B' is a total

matric algebra. Hence, in algebras over Ä"(£),

(4")' = G1 X B' = (if")1 X iHt)" X iA,)"

is a total matric algebra. It follows from Theorem 7 that iA t)" = iA,)' X-K(£)

is a total matric algebra over .£(£). By Theorem 15 the order of C4¡)' is 1 or

p2. Hence the order of A , is 1 or p2 and, in either case,

iA')p = An = il/p,-p X (#i)p X (4,)"

is a total matric algebra M", by Theorem 28. Our induction is complete and

Lemma 1 is proved.

Let next A have order «2 where n = p'q and p is a prime, q is prime to p.

If ? = 1 then An = Mn as we have proved. Let then q>l be prime to p, an

arbitrary prime factor of n. Form

A" = M"-1 X Hn XAn,

where A„ is a normal division algebra whose order divides «2. By Theorem 21

there exists an algebraic field Fin) of order r prime to p such that A ' = A XFin)

= HXB where H is a total matric algebra of order q2 over F and B is a normal

division algebra of order t2 = p2e over F. Then

(,4')n = Hn X Bn = Hn X iB')"

is a total matric algebra over F(t7), by Lemma 1. Hence 04»)' is a total

matric algebra. By Theorem 15 the order of A „ is a divisor of r and is prime
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to p. But p was any prime factor of n and hence the order of An, a divisor of

n2, is prime to n and is unity. We have

Lemma 2. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F. Then A "

is a total matric álgebra.

We have thus proved very simply the existence of an exponent p for any

A where p is the least integer for which A" is a total matric algebra. Let

A " = M" he a total matric algebra and write the positive integer a in its form

a = Xp + p,  0 ^ p < p.

The integer A?¿0 since p is the least integer a. If p^O, then A" = MXpXA" is

a total matric algebra and hence A" is a total matric algebra, a contradiction

of the definition of p. Hence A " = M" if and only if a is divisible by p.

In particular p divides n by Lemma 2. Let n = tq where t = P% p a

prime and q>l is prime to p. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 2, we have

A ' = A XF(tj) =HxB where B is a normal division algebra of order t2 over F(r¡)

and H is a total matric algebra of order q2. Then (A')P = H',XB1' is a total ma-

tric algebra since so is A ". Hence B" is a total matric algebra and p is divisible

by the exponent of B, a power of p. Hence p is divisible by every prime factor

p of n.

Lemma 3. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F. Then A has

an exponent p whose prime factors coincide with those of n and which is a divisor

ofn.

Consider the sequence of algebras

(42) A = Ax, Ai,- •■ ,A,-x,A, = F,

a set of normal division algebras A i of order t? over F such that ti divides n.

Let A i and A,- be any two algebras of this sequence and let i+j = k(xnod p),

where 0<k^p, i+j =\p+k. Then since AiXA¡ is a normal simple algebra

from Theorem 5,

A<+i = M*'1 XHiXAiX M'-1 XHjXA,^ M'+i"2 X ff¡X H,,- X H X B,

where H is a total matric algebra and B is a normal division algebra as in

Theorem 4. But

Ai+i = A\„+k = M^+k-x x HkXAk.

From the uniqueness in Theorem 2 algebra B is equivalent to Ak. Hence, in

the sense of equivalence,

(43) AiXAj = HijXA,,
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where Hi,, is a total matric algebra. It is also obvious that if a=\p+k, where

0<k^p, then
A" = M"~l X HkX Ak,

since A*' = MX" and does not affect the H and A with subscripts k. We have

proved

Theorem 29. Every normal division algebra A of order n2 over F has an

exponent p which divides « and which is divisible by every prime factor of n*

For every integer a 5; 2 we have

(44) a = Xp 4- k,  0 < k < p,  X ̂  0,

and, in the sense of equivalence,

(45) A" = M"~l X Hk XAk,

where A k is the kth member of the direct product sequence

(46) Ax = A, A2, ■ ■ ■ , Ap-i, AP=F

of A. The sequence (46) is a set of normal division algebras A i of orders t? re-

spectively dividing n2. If A ¿ and A,- are any two members of (46) such that

(47) i + j = k (mod p),

then, in the sense of equivalence,

(48) AiXAj = Ak X Hi,,-,

where Hi, ¡is a total matric algebra.

Let us assume for the moment that two of the algebras A, and A, in (46)

were equivalent. We may take i <j. Since A is in (46) we have

Ap—i X Ai = il i,

a total matric algebra in view of the fact that Ap =F. But when A ¿ and A ¡ are

equivalent we have then ^4p_jX.4; a total matric algebra while p+j — iféQ

(mod p), a contradiction of Theorem 29. Hence the algebras of (46) are all

non-equivalent.

Theorem 30. The direct product sequence of any normal division algebra is

composed of non-equivalent algebras.

9. The fundamental theorem. We shall now prove R. Brauer's principal re-

sult on normal division algebras. Let A be a normal division algebra of order

«2 and exponent p over F, and suppose that « = p'q, where q is not divisible by

the prime p and is not unity. Write p =or, where

* The theorem to this point was first proved by Brauer.
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t = f,   a > 1,

and <r is prime to p. There exists a positive integer X such that

X(T=  1

since o- is prime to p. Also there exists a positive integer p such that

pr = 1 — X<7

since the greatest common divisor r of p and t divides 1 — Xo\ Then

\<r + pr = 1 + vp

where evidently v>0. We form

Ax+v„ = M" X A = AX'X A"7.

But if 5=Xo-, then

¿*» = M8-1 X Ha X ili,

where A¡ is a normal division algebra whose order divides n2. But Air = A*'

is a total matric algebra so that (At)T is a total matric algebra and the ex-

ponent of At is a divisor oí pß=r and is a power of p. By Theorem 29 the

order of A f is also a power of p, p2a. Similarly, if e =pr, then

4»" = ¿« = M'-1 X Ht X A„

where A, is a normal division algebra. As before (A/)' is a total matric alge-

bra, the exponent of At divides a and is prime to p, and the order of Ae is s2,

a divisor of q2. Now

Ax+,P = WXA = Ms+'-2 X Ht X Ht X (A, X At).

By Theorem 8 the algebra A¡ XAt is a normal division algebra. By Theorem 2

algebra A is equivalent to the direct product AsXAt. Since n is then equal to

p"s, we have a = e and s = q. Using Theorem 8 we obtain

Lemma 1. Let A be a normal division algebra of order n2 over F, n = p'q,

where pis a prime and q>lis prime to p. Then

A = BXC,

where B is a normal division algebra of order p2e over F and C is a normal divi-

sion algebra of order q2 over F, and conversely.

Suppose that A=BxC = DXE where B and D have the same order s2 and

C and E have the same order t2 such that s and / are relatively prime integers.

By Theorem T 12, there exists a normal division algebra B0 of order s2 over

(mod r),

(modp)
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F such that B XB0 is a total matric algebra.* Similarly there exists an algebra

Eo of order t2 over F such that EXEo is a total matric algebra. Then

A X Bo X Eo = iB X Bo) X (C X E0) = (Z? X B0) X (£ X £„).

But CXE0=HXG, where # is a total matric algebra and G is a normal divi-

sion algebra whose order divides /4, the order of CX-Eo- Similarly DxBo

= QXS, where Q is a total matric algebra and 5 is a normal division algebra

whose order divides s4. Since

iB X Bo) X H X G = (£ X E0) X Q X S,

it follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that G and S are equivalent and have the

• same order, a divisor of both s* and t*. But 5 is prime to t so that this order is

unity. Hence

C X Eo = H, DXBo = Q,  CXiEoX E) = HX E,

where H and ExE0 are total matric algebras. By Theorem 2 algebra C is

equivalent to E. Similarly algebra D is equivalent to B.

Lemma 2. Let A have order n2 over F and let n = st where s and t are relatively

prime integers. Then A is expressible as a direct product BxC of a normal divi-

sion algebra B of order s2 and a normal division algebra C of order t2 in only one

way in the sense of equivalence.

We now apply our two lemmas as follows. Let

.«'.«! . «m «1 «» «m-1    .  'm

n = pip2   ■ ■ ■ pm   = pi iii,   «i = p2n2,   • • • ,  «m_i = pm-Vpm ,

where the pi are distinct primes. By Lemmas 1 and 2 we have A =BxXCi

where Bi has order pi2e¡ and Ci has order «i2 in one and only one way in the

sense of equivalence, and conversely. Also Ct-B2XC2, where B2 has order

pie' and C2 has order «22. Again this expression is unique, so that the expres-

sion ^4 =-BiX-82XC2 is also unique. Finally we evidently obtain Cm_i

= Bm-iXBm in one and only one way in the sense of equivalence and A

= BiXB2X • ■ ■ XBm, a direct product of normal division algebras Bt of

orders px2ei respectively in one and only one way in the sense of equivalence,

and conversely, by Theorem 8, every such direct product is a normal division

algebra of order n2.

Fundamental Theorem. Write any positive integer « in its unique fac-

tored form

n = pi p2  • ■ • pm

* In fact if p is the exponent of B then B„ is Bp-X.
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where the Pi are distinct primes. Every normal division algebra A of order n2 over

F is expressible as a direct product

A = BxXBiX ■ •   XBm

of normal division algebras Bi of orders p?ei respectively in one and only one

way in the sense of equivalence, and conversely*

This completely reduces the problem of the determination of all normal

division algebras of order n2 to the case where « is a power of a prime. In

particular it furnishes a determination of all normal division algebras of

orders 36 and 144 over F since all normal division algebras of order 16, 9, 4

are known.f

* Brauer did not obtain the converse of the above, an immediate consequence of our Theorem 8.

f Cf. the author's A determination of all normal division algebras of order sixteen, these Transac-

tions, vol. 31 (1929), pp. 253-260. The above result for the case of algebras of order 36 over F evi-

dently replaces completely the author's partial results on Algebras of type Rz in thirty-six units,

American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 52 (1930), pp. 283-292, and On normal division algebras of

type R in thirty-six units, these Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), pp. 235-243.
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